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SCA Qualify Final  
1st Grade v Penrith CC 

 (Two-day match) 

The Ghosts came within three runs of achieving the club’s first semi-final appearance in 
1st Grade since March,1987 in their match against Penrith CC on the weekend. 
Campbelltown Camden went down to Penrith CC early in the final session of play 
narrowly failing the chase down the Penrith total of 235. The Ghosts dismissed for 233 
in an excellent cricket match that ebbed and flowed throughout its entirety. On the second 
day’s play it wasn’t until the last wicket was taken that anyone at Howell Oval, Penrith 
would have been confident of making a prediction.  

Heading into the second day’s play the Ghosts were in an excellent position at 0-70 
having had success with the ball on Saturday. On Saturday the Ghosts bowlers 
completely demolished the Panthers top and middle order. Penrith were on their knees 
at 8-60 midway through the first day. Tom Rogers had bowled superbly leading the 
Ghosts attack who supported him in kind. Rogers finishing with 4-42 off 22 overs. 

Then the match turned and a stubborn match winning ninth wicket partnership of 172 
completely frustrated the Ghosts bowlers. The Penrith skipper Matt Halse, batting at 
number 9, dug in for 74 runs whilst his number 10 partner Ryan Smith posted 98 runs to 
take his season aggregate to 163.  

However, the Panthers were dismissed for 235 on the small Howell Oval. A seemingly 
achievable total by the Ghosts strong batting order. At the end of day one the Ghosts 
were 0-70. 

Captain Josh Clarke and his opening partner Nick Carruthers resumed day 1 batting with 
confidence. Clarke immediately looked good moving quickly into his shots to post two 
early boundaries. The Ghosts lost their first wicket at 81 requiring 154 with nine wickets 
remaining. As in form batsmen Ryan Gibson was freakishly runout for 5 runs in the next 
over the Panthers bowlers displayed their determination. From this point forward they 
hardly bowled a loose ball and every run to be scored by the Ghosts bats was to be earnt. 

Scott Coyte, batting at four, was tested for his 28 ball innings. His naturally aggressive 
game was curtailed before he was caught for 8 runs. 

Opener Nick Carruthers was dismissed soon after having made valuable 66 runs. 
Damien Mortimer then joined Jordan Gauci and together they both settled in their innings 
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looking solid working the ball around the ground. With the score at 4-152 Damien 
Mortimer was bowled for 21. Jordan Gauci followed 6 runs later caught and bowled by 
the Penrith skipper bowling spin. 

As the ball got older the Panthers bowled lengthy spells of spin. The middle order found 
scoring runs a real test. The Ghosts bats were tested and to their credit were patient. 

Like the Mortimer and Gauci, Tom Rogers began to build his innings and settle in. Rogers 
was dismissed LBW for 18 when the Panthers strike bowler Joshua Lalor returned and 
can consider himself a little unlucky with the decision.  

The Ghosts now found themselves at 7-182 with the pressure building on the tail and the 
second new ball having been taken. Ashley Paddison, batting at number 8, was superb 
on his way to scoring 33 runs from 81 balls. The Penrith quicks threw everything at 
Paddison. Despite being struck on the helmet, he played a range of shots that bought 
the Ghosts back into the game. Ashley added 22 with Luke Webb for the 8th wicket before 
Webb was also unlucky to be dismissed LBW for 9.  

Paddison was eventually out leaving the last pair Jordan Browne and Josh Dunning 16 
runs to get. Jordan Browne batted wonderfully for his 12 not out given his previous day’s 
finger injury striking two boundaries. He supported Paddison with determination and then 
looked for all money to combine with Dunning to get the Ghosts home. Dunning also 
appeared solid before being caught for 9 as the Panthers celebrated victory. 

On the back of a tremendous 1st Grade season the Ghosts were so close but denied 
progression in such a cruel manner. Whilst only two Penrith batsmen had hurt the 
Ghosts, credit must be given to their bowlers who really tested Campbelltown Camden 
on Day Two. 

The locals can walk away from season 2015-16 with their heads held high…some quality 
cricket being played throughout the season. Records broken and our best crack at the 
title in nearly 30 years. Well done lads. 

 

Jason Ellsmore 
Secretary 
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